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How GFI ClearView complements  
GFI KerioControl (Firewalls)

In the dynamic world of network management, a single data packet traverses through multiple 

critical network devices, each performing different operations. This document delves into how GFI 

ClearView beautifully complements GFI KerioControl, providing organizations with an integrated 

approach for improved network security, performance, and overall efficiency.

Life of a packet

Every data packet's journey through the network involves crucial touchpoints such as the router, 

switch, firewall (GFI KerioControl), bandwidth shaper, and more. At each stage, these devices 

perform their specialized tasks to ensure seamless packet delivery. The firewall, being security-

centric, scrutinizes the packet for potential threats, while GFI ClearView, representing the visibility 

lens, extracts valuable insights enabling you to optimize network performance.
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Combining the lenses

When combined, the two lenses merge into a powerful and comprehensive solution.  

GFI KerioControl's vigilant security measures align perfectly with GFI ClearView's deep visibility, 

together forming the ideal combination for network administrators to gain a holistic view of their 

network's health. 

Real-life scenario - Greg's network challenges

To better understand the relationship between GFI KerioControl and GFI ClearView, let's follow 

Greg, the VP of Sales at a software company. For the past few weeks, Greg encountered issues 

during critical video calls with clients, experiencing audio and video quality degradation across 

nearly 50% of his calls. The networking team, while investigating through the firewall, couldn't 

identify the root cause, as the connection graphs didn’t provide enough information or context. 

Introducing GFI ClearView to the Network

To augment their visibility, the networking team decided to deploy GFI ClearView.  

The implementation was smooth and non-disruptive, thanks to ClearView’s:

Out-of-path deployment

No downtime requirement

No HTTPS decryption requirement

Compatibility with popular hypervisors.
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Network administrator’s objectives with GFI ClearView

The three main objectives  they had in mind were:

1. Real-time application performance insights

With GFI ClearView's real-time application monitoring, they could quickly identify the cause of 

poor performance. They observed detailed application usage and throughput data in real time, 

enabling them to pinpoint that YouTube and Netflix were consuming substantial bandwidth.
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2. Historical Data Analysis

Delving into historical data, they discovered additional network stressors, such as GFI 

updates and torrent traffic, which contributed to performance issues at different times.
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3. Proactive application performance monitoring

After identifying the root cause, they were able to add policies in the firewall to limit 

bandwidth usage by unconstrained applications. 


However, for future cases, they wanted to be proactive. So they set up Application 

Performance Monitoring within GFI ClearView for all the critical applications across the 

organization, and configured acceptance thresholds so that whenever performance fell below 

that level, they would get notified over email. In the below image, you can see Zoom is 

performing well, as it scored 9.10 on a scale of 10 on a 5-minute interval.

Different lens, common ground

In conclusion, while GFI KerioControl (firewall) and GFI ClearView (visibility tool) view the same 

data through different lenses, they are not competitive; rather, they complement each other. The 

combination of their specialized perspectives empowers network administrators with a complete 

picture of their network's security, performance, and efficiency.

+Robust Protection Super Performance

With GFI ClearView and GFI KerioControl working hand in hand, organizations can ensure a 

robust, secure, and optimized network environment that meets the demands of modern business 

operations. Together, they elevate network management to new heights, enabling seamless user 

experiences and efficient operations.

Are you facing the same issues as Greg?  

Contact us at  to get your GFI ClearView trial today.sales@gfi.com
Get my trial
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